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The problem of modifying a synthesized circuit to improve its path sensitizability has been
investigated. It is shown that a large number of paths, that cannot be sensitized using single-
transition tests, are redundant paths and they can be removed by appropriate modification of
the circuit. The effect of these modifications on area and performance of the circuit has been
analyzed. For the paths which are neither redundant nor sensitizable using single-transition
tests, it is shown that they can be sensitized using multiple-transition tests. Results obtained
on some common benchmark examples suggest the validity and viability of this approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Functional analysis of paths in combinational logic
circuits has recently emerged as the key issue in cir-

cuit timing and testability analysis. In these problems,
the question of interest is whether a path or a set of
paths is capable of propagating a transition. Certain

paths in a combinational circuit may never transmit a

transition because of the logical functions computed
by the gates and their propagation delays preclude
these paths from being sensitized.

Circuits with sensitizable paths are attractive for
many reasons: First, if a path is sensitizable then the
delay of the path, as determined by a static timing
analyzer [1], is also its true delay. This obviates any
need for timing analyzers based on functional analy-
sis [2]-[11]. Second, if a path is sensitizable then all
the lines on the path are stuck-at testable. Further,
such a path is also delay testable except under the
conditions which result in a hazard on the path
[12,13,18].
Given the usefulness of sensitizable paths, a natu-

ral question to ask is, "What are the penalties associ-
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ated with the design of a circuit with sensitizable
paths?" In this paper, we will investigate the cost of
modifying a circuit to improve its overall path sensi-

tizability, the cost being the change in area and delay
of a circuit.
The relationship between area optimization and

testability was explored in [19]. It was shown that
redundancy removal, which is used as the first step in
the area optimization algorithms, also improves
stuck-at testability. The relationship between area op-
timization and multifault testability has been ex-

plored in [20]. It has been shown that algebraic re-
structuring techniques used in logic optimization re-
tain the property of multifault testability. It is possible
to improve single-fault testability as a result of these
transformations.

While the relationship between area and testability
has been known for some time, the relationship be-
tween performance and testability has been explored
only recently [14,15]. Synthesis for robust path-
delay-fault testability, a related topic, has been inves-

tigated [21]-[30] by several researchers. Robust test-

ability is stronger a criterion than path sensitizability.
However, robust tests do not exist for a large number
of paths in most practical circuits [13]. Also, synthe-
sis for complete robust testability can result in a large
penalty in terms of area and performance of the cir-
cuit.
To enable the study of relationship between area,

performance, and path sensitizability of a circuit, we
need solutions to the following problems: (1) A
method to determine the path sensitizability of a

given path in the combinational circuit. (2) Once it is
determined that a path is not sensitizable, a method to

modify the given circuit to achieve higher path sen-
sitizability. (3) Also, it is important to investigate the
conditions in which these modifications increase or
decrease the area and delay of the circuit. In this pa-
per, we present some solutions to these problems.

This paper is organized as follows" In section 2,
some of the key terms used in the paper are defined.
Section 3 contains the derivation of conditions for
which a path cannot be sensitized using single tran-
sition tests. Based on the conditions presented in Sec-
tion 3, we present the possible circuit modifications

in Section 4. Section 5 contains a short discussion on

the use of OBDDs to determine the sensitization con-
ditions. In Section 6, we present some results ob-
tained on MCNC benchmark examples. Some limita-
tions and suggestions are listed in Section 7. We con-

clude the paper with a brief summary in Section 8.

2. TERMINOLOGY

A combinational logic circuit is represented as a la-
beled, directed, acyclic graph (DAG) G (V, E)
where V and E are the vertex set and the edge set,

respectively. The gates form the vertices and connec-

tions form the edges.
Apath P in a combinational circuit from the vertex

go to the vertex gk+ is a list of alternating vertices
and lines {go, lo, gl, ll lk, gk+l }. The line con-

nects the gate g to the gate gi+ 1. These lines will be
referred to as the path-inputs of P. All other lines
connected to the gates on path P are called side-

inputs.
A logic value is the controlling value C to a gate if

and only if the logic value at an input to the gate
independently determines the value at the output of
the gate. For example, the logic value 0 is a control-
ling value for an AND gate. The non-controlling
value nC to a gate is the value .
A single-transition test is pair of vectors < V1, V2

> such that if Vz is applied after V1, it provokes a
transition to propagate its effect along a single path to

a primary output. The test vectors V1 and V2 differ in
only one bit position, the bit position corresponding
to the primary input at which the path originates. A
multiple-transition test pair differs in multiple bit po-
sitions.
To model gate delay, we use a simple linear delay

model. The model characterizes the delay from an

input pin to the output pin of a gate g using a linear

equation of the form Ol,i,g
q- i,gl. The coefficient Oi,g

models the intrinsic delay through the gate; coeffi-
cient 13i,g models the load dependent delay: /is the
capacitive load at the output of the gate, which is
estimated by looking at the output connections of the
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gate. The model can distinguish between rise and fall
delays. Gate-delay models can be more complex than
this linear model, however, only a simple linear
model is needed to validate the claims made in this

paper.

A(P) C + A.B

Boolean function A(P) has the following properties:
(i) It is independent of xi. (ii) A(P) 1 F(P) 1
Rewriting A(P) in terms of F(P):

A(P) F(P)Iz,=I.F(P)I,=o (2)

3. PATH SENSITIZATION

A transition can be propagated along a path if the
side-inputs on the path assume non-controlling values
for the gates on the path. The sensitization condition
for a path can be derived as follows: Let P be a path
originating at the primary input variable xi, si’s be the
side-inputs of the path P, and

A satisfying condition for A(P) results in a stable
sensitization condition for the path. From Equation 2,
the conditions under which A(P) cannot be satisfied
are given as follows:

F(P)[x.=l 0 or
]F(P)lx’=O 0 or

A(P) 0 ] F(P)I.= 0, F(P)lz.=o 0,

t and P(P)Iz,:I.F(P)Ix:=O o
(3)

s if s is connected to an AND/NAND gate
if s is connected to an OR/NOR gate

Then the sensitizing function F(P) for the path P is

given by:

We use these conditions to guide the modification
of the circuit to achieve improved path sensitizabilty
for the circuit. This is described in the next section.

i=M

F(P) I] ;i (1)
i=1

where II denotes the AND operation and M is the
number of side-inputs to the path P.

Let us now consider the conditions for stable sen-
sitization with respect to single-transition tests. The
transition occurs at the primary input xi on the path P
under consideration. The term stable refers to a valid
sensitization condition for the path P such that it is

independent of the value at the primary input xi. A
stable sensitization condition can be derived as fol-
lows: Note that a condition satisfying F(P) does
not guarantee a stable sensitization condition. In gen-
eral, F(P) can be expressed as:

4. CIRCUIT MODIFICATION

For any given Boolean function F and a path P in F,
the relationship between the path sensitization func-
tion F(P) and the Boolean function F can be ex-

pressed as follows:

F G + r(P).x/ (4)

where xP represents the primary input variable x as-
sociated with path P, and G is a Boolean function
associated with F. In order to see this, consider the
combinational circuit shown in Figure 1.

F(P) xi.A 4- xi.n 4- C

where A, B, and C are Boolean functions independent
of xi. Let A(P) be the Boolean function which needs
to be satisfied in order to satisfy F(P) independent of
xi. Define

2 Sl{

FIGURE A path in a combinational circuit
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that a

path in a combinational circuit i.e. the path shown
using bold lines in Figure 1, is a sequence of 2n al-
ternating AND and OR gates. Let s2i+1 and s2i+2 be
the side input functions associated with OR and AND
gates, respectively, for 0, n 1.

F-- s -t- $2.s3 -t- $2.$4.s5 -t- -t- $2.s4 S2n.g
(5)

It must be noted that the substitution of a constant
value is only with respect to the path P. In the pres-
ence of fanout nodes on the path, the portion of path
between the primary input and the farthest fanout
node on the path must be replicated before carrying
out the substitution. Figure 2 shows an example cir-
cuit to illustrate this point. Consider the path shown
using bold lines in the figure.

For this path,

This can be rewritten as:
r(P) x.e.(x + e).(x.y + y.x)

F s -+- $2.s q- q- $2.s4 S2n.gl. S2n_l.X6
Note that Equation 5 can be obtained from Equation
6 by recursive application of a Boolean algebra rule,
namely, p + p.q p + q. Equation 6 can now be
rewritten as:

F s -t- $2.s -t- "+" F(P).x/ (7)

which is of the same form as Equation 4. Equation 4
holds true for a general combinational circuit, even
though the example shown here consists of only
AND and OR gates. Now, depending upon the Bool-
ean function F(P), which may be a function of x, it
can be decided if the lihe x/ can be replaced by a
constant.

LEMMA If F(P)Ix,=O 0 (F(P)[x,=O O) then the
path P is a redundant path and it can removed by
assigning a constant value of 1(0) to the line con-
nected to the primary input xg. If the path contains an
intermediate fanout node then the path can be first
unfolded by replicating the gates along the path and
then removed by assigning a constant value to the
line.

Proof" If F(P)lx,=0 0 then F(P) xi.A. In this
case, F (3 + xi.A.x, which can be simply ex-
pressed as F G + xi.A. This is equivalent to as-
signing x/1’ a value of 1. Similarly, If o
then F(P) N.B. In this case, F G + xi.B.xi,
which can be simply expressed as F G. This is
equivalent to assigning x/l’ a value of 0. [--1

It is easy to see that F(P)Iz= 0. Since the path
contains a fanout node, the path is first unfolded by
replicating the inverter connected to z and then the
line connected to z is assigned a value 0 (from
Lemma 1) as shown in Figure 3(a). The resulting
circuit, which is equivalent to the original circuit, is
shown in Figure 3(b).
As a result of replication of a portion of a path, the

area of the circuit may increase. However, if a path
does not have an intermediate fanout node, then un-
der the conditions given in Lemma 1, the area of the
circuit decreases as a result of this modification. This
leads us to the following result about circuits with
such redundant paths.

LEMMA 2 If there exists a fanout-free redundant path
P in a combinational circuit C then there exists an

equivalent circuit such that:

(1) (2 does not contain path P, and
(2) Area() < Area(C).

Proof." According to Lemma 1, path P can be re-
moved by assigning a constant value to the line con-
nected to the primary input on path P. Since the path

I>o-
, I

i out

FIGURE 2 Example of a redundant path
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(b)
FIGURE 3 Removal of a redundant path

of the shared gates is a fanout node then as a result of
duplication of nodes along the modified path, the
fanout of the shared nodes will decrease. A decrease
in the fanout of a node reduces the capacitive load of
that node. This results in smaller delay for the critical

path. Second, if the path being modified is the critical
path then, as a result of constant substitution, it is
removed from the circuit. As a result, the new critical

path has a equal or smaller delay than original critical
path, which no longer exists. This establishes the cor-
rectness of Lemma 3. ]
Now consider the third condition in Equation 3.

For these paths, the path sensitization function F(P)
has the following form:

F(P) xi.A + 2i.B

with A and B satisfying the following conditions:

is fanout-free, the resulting circuit has at least one
line less than the original circuit C. Hence, the result-
ing circuit has a smaller area.

Let us consider the effect of such modifications on
the delay of a given circuit. In the case of removal of
redundant paths, it can be shown that irrespective of
the presence of fanout nodes on a path, the delay of
the resulting circuit cannot be greater than the delay
of the original circuit.

LEMMA 3 If there exists a redundant path P in a
combinational circuit C then there exists an equiva-
lent circuit such that:

(1) does not contain path P, and
(2) Oelay(() <- Delay(C).

Proof" The correctness of Lemma 3 can be rea-
soned as follows: When a path is modified based on
Lemma 1, there are two possible scenarios with re-
spect to critical path of the circuit. Either the critical
path shares at least one gate with the gates on the
path being modified or it shares none. In the second
case, the delay of the circuit remains unchanged as a
result of modification.

However, in the first case, the delay may either
decrease or remain the same. There are two situations
in which the delay may decrease. First, if at least one

A =/: O, B =/: O, and A.B 0

This is possible only when there exists at least one
primary input, common to Boolean functions A and
B, that requires conflicting values to satisfy A
and B 1, simultaneously. Hence, by assigning dif-
ferent values to these primary inputs during test vec-
tors V1 and V2, a stable sensitization conditions can
be maintained at the side-inputs. This requires that at
least one primary input A other than the path input
change its value during the test. Hence, multiple-
transition tests are required to sensitize these paths.
An example of such a path is shown with bold

lines in Figure 4. For this path F(P) z...x.y.y.,
which is equivalent to x.y.z + 2.y.z. A y.z and B
Y.z satisfy the conditions mentioned above.

x ’[

S3
s4

outY

Sl

FIGURE 4 Example of an irredundant path not sensitizable by
single-transition tests
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5. PATH SENSITIZATION USING OBDDS Q (APPLYAND g 2)

Ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDD) [16, 31]
have been shown to be a practical way of represent-
ing Boolean functions. OBDDs have been used in
logic synthesis, design verification, design correction,
and to carry out static sensitization to avoid costly
backtracking operations used in path analysis pro-
grams. OBDDs have been used to determine the path
sensitization conditions given in Equation 3. There
are two main advantages of using OBDDs for this
purpose: (1) There exists an efficient OBDD repre-
sentation for a large number [16] of Boolean func-
tions. (2) Once the OBDDs for the internal nodes of
the circuit have been created, the task of finding path
sensitization conditions reduces to applying Boolean
operations over these OBDDs. As a result, each path
under investigation can be examined efficiently.
The derivation of path sensitization conditions is

achieved using a sequence of APPLY and RESTRICT
[16] operations over OBDDs for various side-inputs
on the path. At the outset, the OBDDs for each node
in the circuit is created. Note that the path sensitiza-
tion conditions may require either the Boolean func-
tion at a side-input or its negations. The OBDD for
negated function is simply obtained by swapping the
0 and 1 node of the given OBDD.
As an example, consider the boldfaced path shown

in Figure 4, the side-inputs are s 1, s2, s3, and s4. The
OBDDs for gl, g2, ;3, and g4 are shown in Figures
5(a), 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d), respectively. The bold lines
represent an assignment of 1 to the node variable and
the dotted lines represent an assignment of 0.

Three APPLY operations over these OBDDs results
in the OBDD for the sensitization function of the
boldface path.

R (APPLYAND Q g3)

F(P) (APPLYAND R g4)

The OBDD for the sensitization function (F(P)) for
the path is shown in 6(a). In order to compute
F(P)]=I and F(P)I=o, we apply two RESTRICT op-
erations on this OBDD with respect to the variable x.
This results in OBDDs shown in Figure 6(b) and
6(c). A(P) is obtained by using another APPLY oper-
ation over these two OBDDs with AND as the oper-
ator for APPLY function. Figure 6(d) shows A(P) for
the path under consideration. Hence, for this path, the
third condition in Equation 3 is satisfied.
As a result of the path modification, some new

nodes may be created along the path. The corre-

sponding OBDDs are created by using a sequence of
APPLY and RESTRICT operation over existing OB-
DDs. For each path, we require O(d) APPLY opera-
tions and O(1) RESTRICT operations over the OB-
DDs for the various nodes in the circuit, where d is
the depth of the circuit.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have studied the results of circuit modification on
a set of standard logic synthesis benchmark exam-

pies. These example were first subjected to multilevel
logic optimization, followed by a technology map-
ping 17] step using the MCNC Library 1. These syn-
thesized circuits form the starting point for the exper-
imentation. The method described in this paper has

I1 II

(a) (b) (c)

II

(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIGURE 5 OBDDs for side-input functions FIGURE 6 OBDDs for sensitization functions
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been implemented in Common Lisp, and the indi-
cated CPU times are given in seconds for a SPARC-
Station 2. As a final check for the correctness of the
procedure described in this paper, OBDDs were used
to verify the functional equivalence of the original
and the corresponding modified circuits obtained as a
result of applying this procedure.

Table I contains the initial statistics for the exam-
ple circuits. Columns 2 and 3 show the number of
inputs and number of outputs for various circuits.
Column 4 contains the area measured as the equiva-
lent number of two-input NAND gates. Column 5
indicates the percentage of primary-input-to-primary-
output paths in the circuit that are sensitizable. Col-
umn 6 indicates the delay of the circuit measured
using the delay model for MCNC benchmark Library
1. The last column indicates whether the critical path
of the circuit is sensitizable with respect to single-
transition test or not.

Table II gives the area, delay, and the percentage of
sensitizable paths of the circuits after the removal of
redundant paths in the circuit. For the circuits sao2,
apex5, and misex3, the increase in area, due to the
removal of certain redundant paths with fanout
nodes, dominates the decrease due to the removal of
fanout-free redundant paths. Area does not change for
some of the circuits. For these circuits, the paths
which are not sensitizable by single-transition tests

satisfy the third condition in Equation 3.

TABLE II After Redundant Path Removal

example area % sen delay cpu cp

clip 300.5 97.20 9.0 40
rd53 110.0 97.75 6.4 6
rd73 299.0 98.17 11.0 68
rd84 510.5 100.0 13.2 397
duke2 804.0 98.15 14.8 73 v/
sao2 211.5 86.38 9.4 20
apex3 3080.5 95.97 39.2 816
apex4 5056.5 93.00 57.0 2441 ,/’
apex5 1574.5 98.80 25.2 213
apex7 276.5 100.0 13.0 101
misex3 3343.5 89.91 33.6 2128
alu4 2028.5 98.56 26.6 2107 ,/

However, for every circuit, the delay of the final
circuit is no greater than the original circuit. This is
consistent with Lemma 3. As shown in the last col-
umn, as a result of modifications, each circuit now
contains a critical path which is sensitizable with re-

spect to a single-transition test.

For most of the circuits, we see an improvement in
the percentage of paths that are sensitizable with re-
spect to single-transition tests. The remaining paths,
which cannot be sensitized using single-transition
test, are sensitizable with respect to multiple-
transitions test. As a result of the modifications pre-
sented in this paper, the delay of the modified cir-
cuits, as determined by a static timing analyzer, is
also the true delay.

TABLE Initial Statistics for the Circuits

circuit in out area % sen delay cp

clip 9 5 316.0 88.92 9.0
rd53 5 3 110.0 97.75 6.4
rd73 7 3 299.0 98.17 11.0 ,/
rd84 8 4 568.0 68.74 15.0 X
duke2 22 29 866.5 88.68 14.8 ,/’
sao2 10 4 204.0 83.88 9.4 X
apex3 54 50 3353.5 73.81 47.4 X
apex4 9 19 5553.5 76.32 69.6 X
apex5 117 88 1505.0 98.00 25.6 X
apex7 49 37 294.5 85.63 13.0 ,/
misex3 14 14 3003.5 75.47 37.2 X
alu4 14 8 2241.5 69.44 27.2 X

7. FURTHER COMMENTS

The algorithmic complexity of the method presented
is dependent on the size of the OBDDs for various
nodes in the circuit. For each path, O(d) APPLY op-
erations are used over these OBDDs, where d is the
depth of the circuit. Each APPLY requires O(G1.G2)
work, where G and G2 are the sizes of the OBDDs
over which an APPLY operation is used. The effi-
ciency of the algorithm will gain significantly
through the use of an efficient variable ordering [32,
33] method. Note that creation of node OBDDs is a
one time process, however, O(d) APPLY operations
are used for each path.
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Typically, there exists a large number of paths in
combinational circuits. For large circuits, it may be
impractical to consider each path for modification
purpose. However, to guarantee that the critical path
is sensitizable, the paths can be modified in order of
decreasing criticality until the critical path becomes
sensitizable. Also, since the only penalty of this pro-
cess may come from increased area, the circuit can be
modified until a maximum area limit is reached. In
this scenario, fanout-free paths should be considered
first as the modification of such paths results in de-
creased area as well.

8. SUMMARY

Based on the path sensitization conditions derived in
this paper, we have presented a method for path-
based modification of combinational circuits to im-
prove their path sensitizability. The effects of such
modifications on area and performance of the circuits
were discussed. We have shown that a large number
of paths, which cannot be sensitized using single-
transition tests, are redundant paths and they can be
removed by appropriate modifications of the circuit.
For the paths which are neither redundant nor sensi-
tizable using single-transition tests, it has been shown
that they can be sensitized using multiple-transition
tests. We have demonstrated the validity of this ap-
proach through results obtained on some common
benchmark examples.
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